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Abstract
Policy improvement methods seek to optimize the parameters of a policy with respect to a utility function. Owing to
current trends involving searching in parameter space (rather than action space) and using reward-weighted averaging
(rather than gradient estimation), reinforcement learning algorithms for policy improvement, e.g. PoWER and PI2 , are
now able to learn sophisticated high-dimensional robot skills. A side-eﬀect of these trends has been that, over the last
15 years, reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have become more and more similar to evolution strategies such as
(µW , λ)-ES and CMA-ES. Evolution strategies treat policy improvement as a black-box optimization problem, and
thus do not leverage the problem structure, whereas RL algorithms do.
In this paper, we demonstrate how two straightforward simpliﬁcations to the state-of-the-art RL algorithm PI2 suﬃce to
convert it into the black-box optimization algorithm (µW , λ)-ES. Furthermore, we show that (µW , λ)-ES empirically
outperforms PI2 on the tasks in [36]. It is striking that PI2 and (µW , λ)-ES share a common core, and that the simpler
algorithm converges faster and leads to similar or lower ﬁnal costs.
We argue that this diﬀerence is due to a third trend in robot skill learning: the predominant use of dynamic movement
primitives (DMPs). We show how DMPs dramatically simplify the learning problem, and discuss the implications of
this for past and future work on policy improvement for robot skill learning.
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1. Introduction
To improve the ﬂexibility and adaptiveness of robots – important requirements for robots operating in human environments – an increasing
emphasis is being placed on robots that acquire skills autonomously
through interactions with the environment [29]. State-of-the-art reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms such as PoWER and PI2 are now
able to learn very complex and high-dimensional robot skills [16, 33].
Over the last 15 years, several trends have facilitated the application
of policy improvement to robotic skill learning: more eﬀective and safer
exploration (by searching in the parameter space rather than the action space), and more robust and safer parameter updates (by using
reward-weighted averaging rather than gradient estimation).
In this article, we give an overview of several policy improvement algorithms, and demonstrate that a side-eﬀect of these trends has been
that they have brought these algorithms closer and closer to evolution
strategies such as CMA-ES (Section 2). Evolution strategies also use
parameter space exploration and reward-weighted averaging, but treat
policy improvement as a black-box optimization (BBO) problem, and
thus do not leverage the problem structure, whereas RL algorithms do.
Although previously “[t]here has been limited communication between these research fields” [37], this article contributes to a growing
body of work that investigates, formalizes and empirically compares RL
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and BBO approaches to policy improvement [5, 8, 9, 12, 25, 28, 31,
37]. In Section 3, we draw a strong bridge between RL and BBO,
by showing that only two straightforward simpliﬁcations suﬃce to convert the state-of-the-art PI2 RL algorithm into the evolutionary strategy
(µW , λ)-ES, a BBO algorithm which is the backbone of CMA-ES [6].
In our empirical comparison in Section 4, we make a rather surprising
observation: (µW , λ)-ES – one of the most basic evolution strategies
– is able to outperform state-of-the-art policy improvement algorithms
such as PI2 and PoWER with policy representations typically considered in the robotics community. This observation raises a pertinent
question: Why are much simpler algorithms that use less information
able to outperform algorithms speciﬁcally designed for policy improvement?
We argue that part of the answer to this question lies in a further trend
in robotic skill learning with policy improvement: the predominant use
of dynamic movement primitives (DMPs) [11] as the underlying policy.
We highlight that, from the perspective of a learning algorithm, DMPs
reduce the dimensionality of the action space by optimizing each dimension independently, and reduce the input state space for any task
to 1 dimension.
The aforementioned reductions simplify the learning problem so dramatically, that it immediately raises the key question of this paper: Is
the recent success of applying RL algorithms to policy improvement for
robot skill learning mainly due to improvements in the algorithms, or to
the simpliﬁcation of the problem by using DMPs as the policy representation? We believe this question to be of fundamental importance
to robot skill learning. It sheds a new light on the robot skill learning
results over the last years, and opens up several important future research directions, which we discuss in Section 6.
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Perturbation (of K roll-outs)

In summary, the main contributions of this article, which also determine
its structure, are the following: Section 2: provide an overview of policy
improvement methods, and argue how several algorithmic trends have
moved these methods closer and closer to BBO. Section 3: demonstrate that two simpliﬁcations suﬃce to convert the state-of-the-art RL
algorithm PI2 into the black-box evolution strategy (µW , λ)-ES. Section 4: show that (µW , λ)-ES empirically outperforms PI2 on the tasks
in [36]. Section 5: uncover the role that DMPs have in the rather surprising empirical result above. Section 6: discuss the implications of
these results.
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Figure 1. Generic policy improvement loop. In each iteration, the policy is executed K times. One execution of a policy is called a ‘Monte Carlo
roll-out’, or simply ‘roll-out’. Because the policy is perturbed (diﬀerent
perturbation methods are described in Section 2.1.3), each execution
leads to slightly diﬀerent trajectories in state/action space, and potentially diﬀerent rewards. The exploration phase thus leads to a set of
diﬀerent trajectories τ k=1...K . Based on these trajectories, policy improvement methods then update the parameter vector θ → θ new
such that the policy is expected to incur lower costs/higher rewards.
The process then continues with the new θ new as the basis for exploration.

2. Background
In RL, a policy π maps states to actions. An optimal policy π ∗ chooses
the action that optimizes the cumulative discounted reward over time.
When the state and actions sets of the system are discrete, ﬁnding an
optimal policy π ∗ can be cast in the framework of discrete Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and solved with, for instance, Dynamic Programming (DP) [34]. For problems where the state is continuous, many
state approximation techniques exist in the ﬁeld of Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP) methods [22]. But when the action space
also becomes continuous, the extension of DP or ADP methods results
in optimization problems that have proven hard to solve in practice [26].
In such contexts, a policy cannot be represented by enumerating all
actions, so parametric policy representations πθ are required, where θ
is a vector of parameters. Thus, ﬁnding the optimal policy π ∗ corresponds to ﬁnding optimal policy parameters θ ∗ . As ﬁnding the globally
optimal policy parameters θ ∗ is generally too expensive in the highdimensional spaces typical for robot skill learning, policy improvement
methods are local methods, i.e. they will converge to the next local
minimum. Choosing an initial parameter vector θ init that lies in the vicinity of θ ∗ may improve convergence towards θ ∗ ; in robotics θ init is usually acquired by bootstrapping through imitation learning [10, 33].
In episodic RL, on which this article focusses, the learner executes a
task until a terminal state is reached. Executing a policy from an initial
state until the terminal state, called a “Monte Carlo roll-out”, leads to a
trajectory τ , which may contain information about the states visited,
actions executed, and rewards received. Many policy improvement
methods use an iterative process of exploration (where the policy is
executed K times leading to a set of trajectories τ k=1...K ) and parameter updating (where the policy parameters θ are updated based on
τ k=1...K ). This process is explained in more detail in the generic policy
improvement loop in Figure 1.
In this section, we give an overview of algorithms that implement this
generic loop. We distinguish between three main classes of algorithms.
The ﬁrst class is based on putting lower bounds on the expected return (Section 2.1). The second are path integral solutions to stochastic
optimal control (Section 2.2). The third class treats policy improvement
as a black-box optimization (BBO) problem (Section 2.3).
We highlight in particular whether these algorithms: 1) Perform action or parameter perturbation to foster exploration. 2) Use the scalar
episode return or the rewards at each time step to perform an update.
3) Are actor-critic methods – which approximate a value function – or
direct policy search methods – which do not. 4) Perform a parameter
update by estimating the (natural) gradient or through reward-weighted
averaging.
The formulae referenced throughout this section are found in Figure 2.

2.1. Policy Improvement through Lower Bounds on
the Expected Return
We now brieﬂy describe three algorithms that build on one another to
achieve ever more powerful policy improvement methods, being REINFORCE [41], eNAC [20], and PoWER [16]. All these algorithms
may be derived from a common framework based on the lower bound
on the expected return, as demonstrated by Kober and Peters [16].
Since these algorithms have already been covered in extensive surveys [16, 19, 20], we do not present them in full detail here, and focus
only on those properties that are relevant to the aims of this article.
An underlying assumption of the algorithms presented in Section 2.1
and 2.2 is that the policies are represented as ut = ψ(x, t)| θ , where
ψ is a set of basis functions, for instance Gaussian kernels, θ are the
policy parameters, x is the state, and t is time since the roll-out started.

2.1.1. REINFORCE
The REINFORCE algorithm [41] (“reward increment = nonnegative factor × oﬀset reinforcement × characteristic eligibility”) uses a stochastic
policy to foster exploration: ut = πθ (x) + ε t . Here, πθ (x) returns the
nominal motor command1 , and ε t is a perturbation of this command at
time t . In REINFORCE, this policy is executed K times with the same
θ , and the states/actions/rewards that result from a roll-out are stored
in a trajectory.
Given K such trajectories, the parameters θ are then updated by ﬁrst
ˆ θ J(θ) (1) of the expected return J(θ) =
estimating
the ]gradient ∇
[

E

∑N

i=1 ri |πθ

. Here, the trajectories are assumed to be of equal

length, i.e. having N discrete time steps ti=1...N . The notation in Equaˆ θ J(θ)
tion (1) (to the upper right in Figure 2) estimates the gradient ∇
d
for each parameter entry d in the vector θ separately. Riedmiller et al.
[23] provide a concise and lucid explanation how to derive (1). The

1

With this notation, the policy πθ (x) is actually deterministic. A truly
stochastic policy is denoted as ut ∼ πθ (u|x) = µ(x) + ε t [23], where µ(x)
is a deterministic policy that returns the nominal command. We use
our notation for consistency with parameter perturbation, introduced in
Section 2.1.3. For now, it is best to consider the sum πθ (x) + ε t to be
the stochastic policy, rather than just πθ (x).
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baseline (2) is chosen so that it minimizes the variation in the gradient
estimate [21]. Finally, the parameters are updated through steepest
gradient ascent (3), where the open parameter α is a learning rate.

2.1.2.

eNAC

One issue with REINFORCE is that the ‘naive’, or ‘vanilla’2 , gradient
∇θ J(θ) it uses is sensitive to diﬀerent scales in parameters. To ﬁnd the
true direction of steepest descent towards the optimum, independent
of the parameter scaling, eNAC (“Episodic Natural Actor Critic”) uses
the Fischer information matrix F to determine the ‘natural gradient’:
θ new = θ + αF −1 (θ)∇θ J(θ). In practice, the Fischer information
matrix need not be computed explicitly [20].

rather than πθ (x) + ε t . This distinction has been illustrated in Figure 2
(upper left charts).
REINFORCE and eNAC estimate gradients, which is not robust when
noisy, discontinuous utility functions are involved. Furthermore, they
require the manual tuning of the learning rate α , which is not straightforward, but critical to the performance of the algorithms [16, 36].
The PoWER algorithm proposed by Kober and Peters [16] addresses
these issues by using reward-weighted averaging, which rather takes a
weighted average of a set of K exploration vectors ε k=1...K as in (8) in
Figure 2. Here, K refers to the number of roll-outs, and ψti is a vector
of the basis function activations at time ti . The computation of δθ (8)
may be interpreted as taking the average of the perturbation vectors ε k ,
∑K
but weighting each with Stk / l=1 Stl , which is a normalized version of
the reward-to-go Stk . Hence the name reward-weighted averaging. An
important property of reward-weighted averaging is that it follows the
natural gradient [1], without having to actually compute the gradient
or the Fischer information matrix.

Another diﬀerence with REINFORCE is that eNAC uses a value function Vπθ as a compact representation of long-term reward. In continuous state-action spaces, Vπθ cannot be represented exactly, but
must be estimated from data. Actor-critic methods therefore update
the parameters in two steps: 1) approximate the value function from
the point-wise estimates of the cumulative rewards in the roll-out trajectories τ k=1...K ; 2) update the parameters using the value function.
In contrast, direct policy search methods such as REINFORCE update
the parameters directly using the point-wise estimates3 . The main advantage of having a value function is that it generalizes; whereas K
roll-outs provide only K point-wise estimates of the cumulative reward,
a value function approximated from these K point-wise estimates is
also able to provide estimates not observed in the roll-outs.

The ﬁnal main diﬀerence between REINFORCE/eNAC and PoWER is
the information contained in the trajectories τ k=1:K resulting from the
roll-outs. For REINFORCE/eNAC, trajectories must contain information
about the state and actions to compute ∇θ logπθ (ut |xt ) in the update. In
PoWER the policy parameter perturbations ε t are stored rather than
the output of the perturbed policy ut . And the activations of the basis
functions ψt are stored rather than the states xt 5 . Finally, the rewards
at each time step rt are required to compute the cost-to-go (6).

Summary from REINFORCE to eNAC. Going from REINFORCE

Summary from eNAC to PoWER. Going from eNAC to PoWER

to eNAC represents a transition from vanilla to natural gradients, and
from direct policy search to actor-critic.

2.1.3.

represents a transition from action perturbation to policy parameter perturbation, from estimating the gradient to reward-weighted averaging,
and from actor-critic back to direct policy search (as in REINFORCE).

PoWER

REINFORCE and eNAC are both ‘action perturbing’ methods which
perturb the nominal command at each time step ut = unominal
+ εt .
t
Action-perturbing algorithms have several disadvantages: 1) Samples
are drawn independently from one another at each time step, which
leads to a very noisy trajectory in action space [25]. 2) Consecutive
perturbations may cancel each other and are thus washed out [16].
The system also often acts as a low-pass ﬁlter, which further reduces
the eﬀects of perturbations that change with a high frequency. 3) On
robots, high-frequency changes in actions, for instance when actions
represent motor torques, may lead to dangerous behavior, or damage
to the robot [25]. 4) It causes a large variance in parameter updates,
an eﬀect which grows with the number of time steps [16].
The “Policy Learning by Weighting Exploration with the Returns”
(PoWER) algorithm therefore implements a diﬀerent policy perturbation
scheme ﬁrst proposed by Rückstiess et al. [24], where the parameters
θ of the policy, rather than its output4 , are perturbed, i.e. π[θ + ε t ] (x)

2.2. Policy Improvement with Path Integrals
The Policy Improvement with Path Integrals (PI2 ) algorithm has its roots
in path integral solutions of stochastic optimal control problems6 . In
particular, PI2 is the application of Generalized Path Integral Control
(GPIC) to parameterized policies [36]. In this article, we provide a posthoc interpretation of PI2 ’s update rule in Figure 2; for the complete PI2
derivation we refer to Theodorou et al. [36].
Given the roll-outs, let us now explain how PI2 updates the parameters (right block in Figure 2 labeled “PI2 ”). First, the cost-to-go Si,k is
computed for each of the K roll-outs and each time step i = 1 . . . N .
The terminal cost ϕN and immediate costs ri are task-dependent and
provided by the user7 . Mj,k is a projection matrix onto the range space
of ψj under the metric R−1 , cf. [36]. The probability of a roll-out Pi,k
is computed as the normalized exponentiation of the cost-to-go. This
assigns high probabilities to low-cost roll-outs and vice versa. The intuition behind this step is that trajectories of lower cost should have

2

‘Vanilla’ refers to the canonical version of an entity. The origin of this
expression lies in ice cream flavors; i.e. ‘plain vanilla’ vs. ‘non-plain’
flavors, such as strawberry, chocolate, etc.
3 The point-wise estimates are sometimes considered to be a special
type of critic; in this article we use the term ‘critic’ only when it is a
function approximator.
4 In the PoWER derivation, the policy π(u|x, t) is defined as u =
θ | ψ(x, t) + ε(ψ(x, t)). By choosing the state-dependent exploration as
|
ε(ψ(x, t)) = ε t ψ(x, t), and plugging it into the policy definition, we
|
acquire u = θ | ψ(x, t) + ε t ψ(x, t). See also equations on page 8 and
9 of [16]. When rewriting this as u = (θ + ε t )| ψ(x, t), we see that the
policy parameters θ are perturbed directly. This form of the perturbed
policy is most clearly described in Appendix A.3 of [16].

5

In the original formulation (Algorithm 4 of [16]), x and t are also stored,
and then used to compute ψ(x, t) in the update. Since the parameters
θ do not depend on the state, and the sum in (8) is only over t (i.e. not
over x), we may store only ψt instead. The only diﬀerence is whether
ψ(x, t) is computed during the roll-out (in which case we need x in the
trajectory), or afterwards (in which case we do not). The same holds for
r(xt , ut , xt+1 , t), which may also be stored as rt .
6 Note that in the previous section, algorithms aimed at maximizing
rewards. In optimal control, the convention is rather to define costs,
which should be minimized.
7 In PI2 , r is split into immediate costs q and command costs 1 θ T Rθ ,
i
t
i
2 i
with command cost matrix R.
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Figure 2. Illustrations of diﬀerent policy improvement algorithms. The right (green) blocks depict the exploration method (action or parameter perturbing). The center
column depicts the information stored in the trajectories. This information is required to perform the parameter update. The right column shows how the
diﬀerent algorithms update the parameters.

higher probabilities. The interpretation of Pi,k as a probability follows
from applying the Feynman-Kac theorem to the SOC problem, cf. [36].
The key algorithmic step is in (13), where the parameter update δθ is
computed for each time step i through weighted averaging over the exploration ε of all K trials. Trajectories with higher probability Pi,k (due
to a lower cost Si,k ) therefore contribute more to the parameter update.
A diﬀerent parameter update δθ i is computed for each time step. To
acquire one parameter vector θ , the time-dependent updates must be
averaged over time, one might simply use the mean parameter vector
∑N
over all time steps: δθ = N1
i=1 δθ i . Although such temporal averaging is necessary, the particular weighting scheme used in temporal
averaging does not follow from the derivation. Rather than a simple

mean, Theodorou et al. [36] suggest the weighting scheme in Eq. (15).
It emphasizes updates earlier in the trajectory, and also makes use of
the activation of the j th basis function at time step i, i.e. wj,i (32).
As demonstrated in [36], PI2 is able to outperform the previous RL algorithms for parameterized policy learning described in Section 2.1 by at
least one order of magnitude in learning speed (number of roll-outs to
converge) and also lower ﬁnal cost performance. As an additional beneﬁt, PI2 has no open algorithmic parameters, except for the magnitude
of the exploration noise Σ, and the number of trials per update K .
Although having been derived from very diﬀerent principles, PI2 and
PoWER use identical policy perturbation methods, and have very similar update rules, i.e. compare the piecewise similarity of equations
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(6)/(11), (8)/(13), and (9)/(14) in Figure 2. The shared core step
∑K
of reward-weighted averaging is apparent in
k=1 Mti ε ti Sti (8) and

∑K

k=1

x(g+1) = x(g) +

1 ∑ µ (g)
k=1 ε k;λ
µ

Recombine

Mti ε kti Ptki (13). The main diﬀerence is that PoWER requires the

cost function to behave as improper probability, i.e. be strictly positive and integrate to a constant number. This constraint can make
the design of suitable cost functions more complicated [36]. For cost
functions with the same optimum in PoWER’s pseudo-probability formulation and PI2 cost function, “both algorithms perform essentially
identical” [36]. Another diﬀerence is that matrix inversion in PoWER’s
parameter update (8) is not necessary in PI2 .
Summary comparison of PoWER and PI2 . PI2 and PoWER use
identical policy perturbation methods and very similar update rules. The
main diﬀerence is that PI2 allows for more ﬂexible cost function design.

2.3.

A variation on this algorithm is (µW , λ)-ES [6], where the recombination is a weighted average, with weight vector wi...µ , cf. (24). Thus,
(µ, λ)-ES is a special case of (µW , λ)-ES where the weights are all µ1 . To
make this relation explicit, (µ, λ)-ES is sometimes written as (µI , λ)-ES.
Another variation is to sample from a multi-variate Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix σ N (0, Σ) [6], rather than sampling using a
scalar matrix σ N (0, 1) ≡ N (0, σ 2 I) as in (19). These two variations
lead to what we refer to as (µW , λ)-ES in the rest of this article; it is
visualized in the bottom row of Figure 2, and repeated in (22)-(24).
(g)

Policy Improvement as Black-Box Optimization

∀k = 1 . . . λ : ε k = σ N (0, Σ)
(g)
(g)
ε 1;λ , . . . ε µ;λ

As is pointed out by Rückstiess et al. [25], “the return of a whole

|

RL episode can be interpreted as a single fitness evaluation.
In this case, parameter-based exploration in RL is equivalent
to black-box optimization.”. This constitutes a qualitatively diﬀerent
approach to policy improvement, because it considers only the scalar
return of an episode, and does not take into account the state/action
pairs visited, or the rewards received at each time step. Considering
policy improvement as a black-box optimization (BBO) problem allows
generic BBO algorithms, such as evolution strategies, to be applied to
policy improvement.
We now present the basic formalization underlying BBO and evolution
strategies, and then describe evolution strategies that have been applied to policy improvement.

2.3.1.

Evolution Strategies

Optimization aims at ﬁnding the best solution x ∗ that optimizes an objective function J , i.e. x ∗ = argmax J(x). In continuous optimization,
X is a continuous solution space in Rd . In black-box optimization, J is
unknown – a black-box – and the optimum can thus not be determined
analytically.
Evolution strategies (ES) are algorithms for solving continuous BBO
problems. They belong to the class of evolutionary algorithms, which
use mutation, recombination, and selection to iteratively acquire increasingly good (populations of) candidate solutions [3].
One of the most basic ES algorithms is the standard (µ, λ)-ES, with
global intermediate recombination8 in object parameter space X [3,
27], listed in (19)-(21). This algorithm ﬁrst generates λ mutated oﬀspring9 from the parent parameter vector x(g) , by sampling λ perturba(g)
tion vectors ε k from a Gaussian distribution (19). It then updates the
parent through recombination, by taking the mean of the µ oﬀspring
with the best utilities J(xk ). In (21), xk;λ denotes the k -th best oﬀspring
individual. The updated parameter x then serves as the parent for the
next generation.

(g)

∀k = 1 . . . λ : ε k = σ N (0, I)
(g)
(g)
ε 1;λ , . . . ε µ;λ

|

{z

}

Low cost: Recombine

,
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|
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}
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(19)
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(20)
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}
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x(g+1)

,

(g)
(g)
ε µ+1;λ , . . . ε λ;λ

|
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}
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(22)
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(23)
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(24)

High cost: Discard

∑µ
k=1 wk xk;λ
= x(g) + ∑
µ
l=1 wl

These rather simple algorithms form the core of state-of-the-art optimization algorithms such as the Cross-Entropy Method (CEM) with
Gaussian distributions 10 and Covariance Matrix Adaptation - Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES, the full name is (µW , λ)-CMA-ES)11 .

2.3.2. Policy Improvement with Evolution Strategies
Because ES algorithms treat the objective function as a black-box function, they can readily be applied to policy improvement, by 1) interpreting the inputs x to the objective function as policy parameter vectors, which we denote θ , and 2) having the objective function return
a scalar that is the return of an episode, i.e. the sum of the rewards
∑
R= N
i=1 ri .
With this translation, “generate perturbation” in Figure 1 thus corresponds to “mutation” in (19), and the “parameter update” to “recombination” in (21). From the point of view of the optimization algorithm,
the roll-out of the policy is completely encapsulated within the blackbox objective function; the algorithm is agnostic about whether it is
optimizing a set of policy parameters for a robotic task, or the function
J(θ) = θ 2 .
Examples of BBO algorithms that have been applied to policy improvement include CEM [4, 17], CMA-ES [8, 25], PGPE [28] and Natural
Evolution Strategies (NES) [40].

2.4. Summary
REINFORCE is a direct policy search method that uses action perturbation and gradient-based parameter updates. A main advantage of
eNAC over REINFORCE is that it uses the natural gradient, rather
than the vanilla gradient. PoWER, although sharing much of its derivation with REINFORCE and eNAC, introduces three main adaptations
to eNAC: 1) it perturbs the policy parameters rather than the actions,

High cost: Discard
10

8

(21)

The complete notation would be (µ/ρ, λ)-ES, but as in [6], we set
ρ = µ and drop ρ.
9 In the RL algorithms of previous sections, the capital letter K is used
instead of the symbol λ.

Without covariance matrix adaptation, i.e. by dropping (34) [1] from
CEM, it is equivalent to (µI , λ)-ES.
11 With the algorithmic parameters C(0) = I and c = 0 in (15) and c =
µ
σ
0 in (34) in [7], step-size adaptation and covariance matrix adaptation
are switched oﬀ, and in this case CMA-ES reduces to (µW , λ)-ES.
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which leads to safer, more informative exploration. 2) it is based
on reward-weighted averaging rather than gradient estimation, which
leads to more robust parameter updates. 3) it is completely modelfree, and does not require policy derivatives. Figure 3 visualizes the
chronology of this derivation, and classiﬁes the algorithms according to
several algorithmic properties.
Although PI2 is derived from very diﬀerent principles and based on Generalized Path Integral Control (GPIC), it is very similar to PoWER. They
were introduced nearly simultaneously, and share the three advantages
above. Additionally, PI2 places less constraints on cost functions, facilitating their design in practice.
If the return of an episode is interpreted as a single ﬁtness evaluation,
policy improvement may be considered a BBO problem [25]. This allows policy improvement to be solved by BBO algorithms, for example
evolution strategies such as (µW , λ)-ES, CEM, or CMA-ES.
Figure 3 highlights one of the main sources of inspiration for this work:
policy improvement algorithms based on reinforcement learning have
become more and more similar to evolution strategies such as CEM
and CMA-ES. This raises several questions: 1) What exactly is the
characteristic diﬀerence between BBO and RL, and which modiﬁcations are necessary to convert an RL algorithm for policy improvement,
such as PI2 , into a BBO algorithm, such as (µW , λ)-ES? 2) How do
BBO variants of RL algorithms compare in terms of performance? We
address these questions in Section 3 and 4 respectively.

Trajectory?

states/actions/rewards

Actor-Critic?

Update?

vanilla.
gradient

natural.
gradient
reward.
weighted
averaging

.

(per time step)

action

Perturbation?

.

.

parameter

(per time step)

.

(constant)

direct policy search

act.-critic
.

.

.
REINFORCE

PGPE

.

.

FD

.
eNAC

.

.

.

GPIC

.

.
NES

PoWER

CMA-ES
.
CEM
?

.

PI2

In this section, we present three previously proposed alternative exploration methods [31, 35, 36] for PI2 . In the canonical version of PI2 , the
policy parameters are perturbed with a diﬀerent perturbation at each
time step, i.e. ε t ∼ N (0, Σ). We refer to this version of PI2 as PI2 . ,
where the small (blue) symbol serves as a mnemonic to indicate that
exploration varies at a high frequency.
In practice, this time-varying exploration has several disadvantages,
which have been pointed out in Section 2.1.3. In practical applications
of PI2 , the noise is therefore not varied at every time step. For instance,
Theodorou et al. [36] and Tamosiumaite et al. [35] generate exploration
noise only for the basis function with the highest activation. We refer to
this second method as PI2 with exploration per basis function, or PI2 . ,
where the small (green) symbol serves as a mnemonic of the shape of
the exploration for one basis function.
Alternatively, ε ti ,k can be set to have a constant value during a rollout [33]. Or, as Sehnke et al. [28] explain “parameters are sampled

from [the] distribution at the start of each sequence, and thereafter the controller is deterministic.” Thus, for each of the K rollouts, we generate ε k exploration vectors before executing the policy,
and keep it constant during the execution, i.e. ε ti ,k = ε k . We call this
‘PI2 with constant exploration’, and denote it as PI2 . , where the horizontal line indicates a constant value over time. Note that ε k will still
have a temporally extended eﬀect, because it is multiplied with a basis
function that is active throughout an extended part of the movement.

3.2. Simplifying the Parameter Update

(return)
.

.

(per time step)

..

rewards only
.

.

(per time step)

3.1. Simplifying the Exploration Method

Figure 3. Classiﬁcation of policy improvement algorithms, given a selection of
their properties as discussed throughout Section 2.

3. From PI2 to (µW , λ)-ES
Figure 3 suggests that two modiﬁcations are required to convert PI2
into a BBO algorithm. First of all, the policy perturbation method must
be adapted. PI2 and BBO both use policy parameter perturbation, but
in PI2 it varies over time (i.e. θ + ε t ), whereas it must remain constant
over time in BBO (i.e. θ + ε ). In Section 3.1, we therefore simplify
the perturbation method in PI2 to be constant over time, which yields
the algorithm variation PI2 . . Second, we must adapt PI2 such that it is
able to update the parameters based only on the scalar episode return
∑
R= N
i=1 rti , rather than having access to the reward rt at each time
step t . This is done in Section 3.2.

The PI2 parameter update leads to a new parameter vector θ ←
θ + δθ . However, a diﬀerent parameter update is computed for each
time step δθ ti =1...N . Therefore, there is a need to condense the N
parameters updates δθ ti =1...N into one update δθ . This step is called
temporal averaging, and was proposed by Theodorou et al. [36] as:

∑N
[δθ]d =

i=1 (N − i + 1) wd,ti [δθ ti ]d
.
∑N
i=1 wd,ti (N − i + 1)

(25)

This temporal averaging scheme emphasizes updates earlier in the trajectory, and also makes use of the basis function weights wd,ti . However, since this does not directly follow from the derivation “[u]sers

may develop other weighting schemes as more suitable to their
needs.” [36]. As an alternative, we now choose a weight of 1 at the
ﬁrst time step, and 0 for all others. This means that all updates δθ ti are
discarded, except the ﬁrst one δθ t1 , which is based on the cost-to-go
at the ﬁrst time step Stk1 . By deﬁnition, the cost-to-go at t1 represents

the cost of the entire trajectory. This implies that we must only compute
the cost-to-go Stki and probability Ptki for i = 1.
Simplifying temporal averaging in this way depends strongly on using
constant exploration noise during a roll-out. If the noise varies at each
time step or per basis function, the variation at the ﬁrst time step ε t1 ,k
is not at all representative for the variations throughout the rest of the
trajectory.
Finally, as demonstrated in [32], the projection matrix M may be
dropped from the the parameter update in (13), which is our second
simpliﬁcation to the update rule.
This simpliﬁed PI2 variant, with constant exploration noise and without
temporal averaging, is listed at the center of Figure 4. The lines that are
dropped from PI2 are highlighted with (dark) red banner; the reason for
it being dropped is indicated by a label X. (constant exploration over
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Figure 4. Line by line comparison of PI2 (left), (µW , λ)-ES (right) and (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES (center). Red areas (dark) indicate that a line is dropped from PI2 or
(µW , λ)-ES, (light) gray areas indicate a modiﬁcation. The blue area represents the black-box cost-function used in (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES. This graph illustrates
that (λ PI 2 , λ)-ES is a special case of both PI2 and (µW , λ)-ES.
W

time), T. (no temporal averaging) and M. (drop the projection matrix
M). Note that we have dropped the subscript i in this center algorithm,
because it is the same i=1 for all.

3.3.

Simpliﬁed PI2 is a special case of (µW , λ)-ES

We now demonstrate that the simpliﬁed PI2 is a special case of the
generic (µW , λ)-ES algorithm. First, we choose µ = λ. This means
that all of the samples are used for the parameter update (recombination), and none of the worst are discarded12 . Then, the weights W
in (µW , λ)-ES are chosen to be the weights of PI2 , i.e. the weights
wk = Pk . Finally, the step-size σ is set to 1, such that exploration
is entirely determined by the covariance matrix Σ. In Figure 4, these
parameter choices have been denoted µ. , P. , and σ. respectively. We
2

denote this speciﬁc case of (µW , λ)-ES as (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES, where W PI
indicates that the weights W are set to the trajectory probabilities as
determined by PI2 .

12

In the footnote on page 919 of [35], Tamosiumaite et al. provide
an anecdotal account of testing (µW , λ)-ES variants of PI2 , where µ ̸=
λ: “For example, we did some experiments with PI2 , by introducing
a discount factor, as well as using only the best trials of the epoch
for weight update [. . . ] Most of these modification did not significantly
change learning success.”

Summary from PI2 and (µW , λ)-ES to (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES.
By choosing constant exploration noise and switching oﬀ temporal averaging, PI2 can be reduced to a special case of (µW , λ)-ES, with
µ = λ, σ = 1, and wk = Pk . (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES is thus a special case of
both PI2 and (µW , λ)-ES. We ﬁnd it very striking that an algorithm that
has been derived from stochastic optimal control with solution methods
from quantum mechanics [13, 36] shares a common core with an older
algorithm from the quite distinct ﬁeld of evolution strategies.

4. Empirical Comparison
The aim of this section is to empirically compare the diﬀerent exploration variants of PI2 (PI2 . , PI2 . , PI2 . ) as well as PI2 ’s BBO variant
(λW PI 2 , λ)-ES. The comparison is done in terms of convergence speed
and ﬁnal cost of the optimized policy. The experiments are based on
the same tasks as presented by Theodorou et al. [36], and described
in Appendix A. The main advantage of using these same tasks is that
it enables a direct comparison with the results reported by Theodorou
et al. [36]. Furthermore, it alleviates us of the need to demonstrate
that PI2 outperforms REINFORCE, eNAC and PoWER on these tasks,
because this was already done by Theodorou et al. [36].
For each learning session, we are interested in comparing the convergence speed and ﬁnal cost, i.e. the value to which the learning curve
converges. Convergence speed is measured as the parameter update
after which the cost drops below 5% of the initial cost before learning. The ﬁnal cost is the mean cost over the last 100 updates. For all
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tasks and algorithm settings, we execute 10 learning sessions (which
together we call an ‘experiment’), and report the µ ± σ over these 10
learning sessions. For all experiments, the DMP and PI2 parameters
are the same as in [36], and listed in Appendix A.

becomes 2.09, 1, 0.75, 0.40 (see bold numbers in Figure 5 and Figure 6). The same normalization is done for the ﬁnal costs. This normalization makes it easier to compare diﬀerences between algorithms,
independent of the arbitrary scales in costs between the diﬀerent tasks.

Figure 5 summarizes the results13 of comparing the four variants of PI2 :
the three diﬀerent exploration methods with temporal averaging (PI2 . ,
PI2 . , PI2 . ), and PI2 without temporal averaging, which is equivalent
to (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES. The learning curves are the µ ± σ over 10 learning
sessions for Task 4.
To evaluate the convergence speed, we determine when each of the
learning curves drops below 5% of the cost before learning, as highlighted in the left graph. The means of these values for the three exploration methods are visualized as vertical lines in the left graph of Figure 5. At the top of these lines, a horizontal bar represents the standard
deviation. For convergence we see that (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES <PI2 . <PI2 .

<PI2 . (10.4<19.7<26.3<54.9); these diﬀerences are signiﬁcant (pvalue < 0.001).
The right graph in Figure 5 compares the ﬁnal cost of each method,
and depicts the average learning curve during the last 100 updates,
after which all learning curves have converged. The vertical lines and
horizontal bars in the right graphs visualize the µ ± σ of the ﬁnal cost
over the 10 learning sessions, where the ﬁnal cost is deﬁned as the
mean over a learning curve during the last 100 updates. Again, we
see that (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES <PI2 . ≈PI2 . <PI2 . (0.91<1.11≈1.15<1.41);

these diﬀerences are signiﬁcant (p-value < 0.001), except for PI2 . and
PI2 . (p-value = 0.10).

Figure 6. Summary of the normalized convergence speed (top) and normalized
ﬁnal costs (bottom), for all ﬁve tasks in Appendix A.

Figure 5. Learning curves of the four PI2 variants for Task 4, µ ± σ over 10
learning sessions. The left graph emphasizes convergence speed,
the right graph the ﬁnal cost after costs have converged.

For the convergence speed (top graph), we see the same trend for each
task: (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES <PI2 . <PI2 . <PI2 . , which is signiﬁcant (p-value
Figure 6 summarizes these results for all ﬁve tasks from [36], described
in the Appendix A. For each task, all values have been normalized w.r.t.
the value for PI2 . , because this is the method used by Theodorou et al.
[36]. For instance, for Task 4, the convergence below 5% of the initial
cost in the bottom graph of Figure 5 is on average at updates 54.9,
26.3, 19.7, 10.4, which, when normalized with the result for PI2 . (26.3),

13

The results in Figure 5 may be directly compared with Figure 3a)
in [36], which also contains the learning curves for REINFORCE and
eNAC. The only algorithmic diﬀerence is that, to study convergence towards the final cost, we use an exploration decay factor of γ = 0.99 (see
Appendix A). Theodorou et al. [36] do not apply exploration annealing
as it “really only aﬀect[s] fine tuning of the algorithm”.

< 0.001) except for Task 1 for PI2 . <PI2 . with p-value < 0.030). Over
all tasks, (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES on average requires only 43% of the conver-

gence time of PI2 . , and 57% of PI2 . . For the ﬁnal cost (bottom graph),
the diﬀerences between the methods are not as consistent for all tasks.
However, (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES leads to signiﬁcantly lower costs (Task 4&5, pvalue < 0.001), not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent (Task 1 PI2 . /(λW PI 2 , λ)-ES,
p-value = 0.03), or the same (Task 2&3, all methods lead to a ﬁnal cost
of 0).

Summary: (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES converges signiﬁcantly (p-value<0.001)

and substantially (1.75 = 1/0.57) faster than all exploration variants of
PI2 . Furthermore, it leads to lower or same ﬁnal costs, depending on
the task.
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5. How Dynamic Movement Primitives Facilitate Policy Improvement
It is rather surprising that the state-of-the-art reinforcement learning algorithm PI2 is outperformed by its simpler BBO variant (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES,
which happens to be a special case of the older (µW , λ)-ES algorithm.
In this next section, we argue that DMPs are the main reason for this
result, because they simplify the reinforcement learning problem so dramatically, that much simpler algorithms which do not leverage the problem structure are able to achieve similar or even better results. After introducing DMPs in the next subsection, we explain two ways in which
DMPs simplify the RL problem.

5.1.

Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs)

DMPs have become the predominant policy representation for robotic
skill learning with policy improvement [10, 16, 35]. The core idea behind
DMPs is to perturb a simple linear spring-damper system ft (27) with
a non-linear forcing term hθ (28), to acquire smooth movements of
arbitrary shape.
1
ẍt = ft + hθ (st )st (g − x0 )
τ
ft = α(β(g − xt ) − ẋt )
hθ (st ) = Chosen by user
1
ṡt = −αst
τ

wj (st )
[ψ(st )]j = ∑p
k=1 wk (st )
(
)
wj = exp −0.5hj (st − cj )2

open-loop controller

feedback controller

}|
{
z
1
ẍ = α(β(x − g) − ẋ)
τ
= f(x, ẋ)

z
}|
{
+ hθ (st )st (g − x0 )

(33)

+ hθ (st )st (g − x0 )

(34)

Here, the open-loop controller is able to represent arbitrary timedependent movements, whereas the feedback controller makes the resulting motion robust towards perturbations, and ensures convergence
towards the goal g.
Multi-dimensional DMPs are acquired by coupling several transformation systems (26) with the same canonical system (29), such that the
transformation systems are coupled in time. The output of the D transformation systems may specify for instance the reference trajectories
of the D joints of a robot, or the 3D position of a robot end-eﬀector, allowing them to represent for instance a tennis swing, a reaching movement, or a complex dance movement.

Transf. system

(26)

5.2. How DMPs Reduce the State Space

Spring-damper

(27)

Func. approx.

(28)

In reinforcement learning, the policy maps states to actions (or actions
and states to probabilities of executing the action). The “curse of dimensionality” in reinforcement learning refers to the problem that “the

Canon. system

(29)

The output of a transformation system (26) is the acceleration proﬁle
of a reference trajectory. The intuition of this approach is to create desired trajectories xt , ẋt , ẍt for a motor task out of the time evolution of
a nonlinear attractor system, where the goal g is a point attractor and
x0 the start state. The parameter vector θ determines the shape of the
attractor landscape, which allows to represent almost arbitrary smooth
trajectories. In policy improvement, θ are typically the parameters that
are optimized with respect to a cost function [36], though more recently
other DMP parameters have also been optimized [33, 35].
The canonical system st is the phase of the movement, which is 1 at
the beginning, and decays to 0 over time. The multiplication of hθ (st )
with st in (26) ensures that the eﬀect of hθ disappears towards the
end of the movement when s = 0. The entire system thus converges
to the attractor g, which is known as the goal of the movement.
The non-linear forcing term is a function approximator parameterized
with θ . A common approach is to multiply the parameter vector with
a set of Gaussian kernels as in (30)-(32). The parameters θ may be
learned from observed trajectories through locally weighted (projection)
regression [39].
h(st ) = ψ(st )| θ

Equation (26) may be rewritten as in (34), which makes apparent that
the ﬁrst part is a feedback controller (because it takes the current state),
whereas the function approximator is an open-loop controller (because
it takes only the phase, which is a 1-dimensional representation of time).

Func. approx.

(30)

Basis functions

(31)

Gaussian kernel

(32)

Another perspective on DMPs is that they combine a feedback controller ft with known stability and convergence properties with an openloop forcing term hθ consisting of a function approximator parameterized with θ .

number of parameters to be learned grows exponentially with
the size of any compact encoding of a state” [2].
If we write a D -dimensional DMP as a policy (assuming that g remains
constant during the movement for now) π(x, ẋ, s) → ẍ, we see that the
input state of the policy consists of ⟨x, ẋ, s⟩, which has dimensionality
2 · dim(x) + 1. The output action is ẍ, which has dimensionality dim(x).
For a 7D DMP providing the reference trajectory of the 7 joints of an
arm, the state space is therefore 15D, and the action space is 7D. We
now discuss two ways in which DMPs reduce the state space ⟨x, ẋ, s⟩.

5.2.1. Transformation Systems are Independent
In DMPs, each of the D transformation systems is integrated independently of the others, and each has its own function approximator hd and
parameter vector θ d . What synchronizes them in time is the shared
phase variable s that arises from integrating the canonical system (29).
Thus, the policy π(x, ẋ, s) may be considered to consist of D separate
policies π d (x d , ẋ d , s) which are coupled by s, as in (35).

θ

{
ẍ ← π(x, ẋ, s) = π
d

ẍ ← π

θd

θd

}
(x d , ẋ d , s)
d

d

d=1:D
d

(x, ẋ, s) = α(β(x − g ) − ẋ ) + h

(35)
θd

(st )st (g

d

− x0d )

(36)

Analogously, PI2 optimizes the parameters θ d of each of the D function approximators independently of the others. Instead of learning
a mapping from ⟨x, ẋ, s⟩ to ẍ, PI2 with DMPs learns D mappings
from ⟨x d , ẋ d , s⟩ to ẍ d . The size of the input space for the former is
2 · dim(x) + 1, and for the latter 3. Thus, D independent optimization
processes are run for D diﬀerent parameter vectors θ d . What these
optimization processes do share is the samples and the costs: each
optimization process aims to optimize the same cost function. The advantage of this approach is that this reduces the dimensionality of each
optimization process.
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5.2.2.

Only the Closed-Loop Controller is Learned

A closer look at (34) reveals that diﬀerent parts of a transformation
system use diﬀerent parts of the 3D input state ⟨x, ẋ, s⟩: the closedloop controller f(x, ẋ) takes ⟨x, ẋ⟩ as input, and the open-loop controller hθ (s) takes only the 1-dimensional phase signal s. Because the
learned parameters θ do not inﬂuence the closed loop controller, from
the learner’s point of view, this system may be considered part of the
environment (just as the PID controller used to track the reference positions xref is usually not considered part of the policy). This is the same
perspective as taken in Equation (25) in [36]. We rewrite (36) as:

ẍ d = α(β(x d − gd ) − ẋ d ) + π
π

θ

d

(s) = h

θ

d

(s)

θd

(s)s(gd − x0d )

(37)
(38)

In (38), the policy thus reduces to the function approximator hθ (s).
Because this is an open-loop controller, it only takes the phase signal as an input. Thus, the state input of the policy has been reduced
to 1D, because the phase signal is a representation of time, which is
always 1D.
As a consequence, each policy π d (s) = h d (s) must learn the mapθ
θ
ping from a 1D input state s to a 1D output action ẍ . This is certainly
the most drastic reduction of state space and action space possible!
This is because the policy π d (s) is open-loop: it determines an action

6.1. Limitations of DMPs, which Enable Simpliﬁcation
of the Learning Problem
Simplifying a learning problem by choosing an appropriate state or policy representation is a valid, often essential, step in making robot skill
learning feasible. In the case of DMPs, this consists of learning the
parameter of each transformation system independently of the others,
and learning the parameters of only their open-loop controllers. Although this dramatically simpliﬁes learning, it also places several strong
constraints on the types of movements the policy may represent, and
the conditions under which it performs optimally. We list some of these
constraints below, and discuss recent work that tries to overcome these
limitations.

Specific to certain start/end-state
Because g is the attractor of a dynamical system, DMPs can adapt
and generalize (on-line) to changing goals. However a guarantee that
the DMP will converge to g, does not imply that it will actually achieve
the task. The left two graphs in Figure 7 illustrate this. Here, the task
is to pass through a viapoint q with minimal acceleration, the optimal
movement for which is shown in the left graph. If the goal g changes to
g′ , the movement will converge to g′ , but not pass through the viapoint
q, thus failing the task. This is because the movement is only optimal
w.r.t. the initial x0 and goal g state for which it was optimized. Recent
approaches aim at overcoming this limitation by including g and/or x0
as a task parameter, which we discuss in the next section.

θ

for each time step, and does not take the state ⟨x, ẋ⟩ into account.

Summary
DMPs tackle the curse of dimensionality in two ways: 1) learn a separate policy for each dimension of the state and action space, independently of the other policies, and 2) reduce the input space and output
action space for each of the policies to 1 dimension. Given an D dimensional state and action space, DMPs thus facilitate learning by
reducing a 2·D +1-dimensional state space and D -dimensional action
space into D separate learning problems, each with a 1D input/output
space.

6. Implications
A clear advantage of DMPs is that the policy for each transformation system maps an only 1D input time signal to an only 1D output
action. Thus, the optimal command becomes time-dependent rather
than state dependent. This dramatically simpliﬁes learning, because
the state may be very high-dimensional, whereas time is always 1dimensional. As a consequence, the dimensionality of the parameter
vector θ can be expected to be lower than for higher-dimensional input spaces. The reduced dimensionality of the search space leads to
quicker convergence.
In fact, this observation begs the question if the success of applying
algorithms such as PI2 , PoWER and eNAC to robot skill learning is
due to the improvements in these algorithms, or rather the drastic simpliﬁcation of the learning problem by using DMPs. That a very basic
evolutionary algorithm – (µW , λ)-ES – is able to outperform these stateof-the-art algorithms seems to indicate the latter, but further theoretical
and empirical analysis is required to corroborate this hypothesis.

Figure 7. Illustration of lack of optimal adaptation of DMPs to changing goals
(g → g′ ), task parameters (q → q′ ) or perturbations.

Specific to certain task parameters
An optimized DMP can usually not adapt optimally to changing tasks.
For instance, if the viapoint changes from q to q′ , the DMP will no longer
pass through it (third graph in Figure 7). Recent approaches propose,
“parameterized skills” [15, 30, 38], which do take task parameters into
account. They do so by learning a regression between DMP parameters (e.g. θ , g) and task parameters (e.g. the location of the viapoint q).
Note that q usually stays constant during DMP execution. It is therefore
not part of the state, but rather considered oﬀ-line before movement
execution [30]. Thus, the curse of dimensionality applies to the dimensionality of q (which is usually low, i.e. 1-2 in [15, 30, 38]) and not the
dimensionality of the DMP state ⟨x, ẋ, s⟩.

Suboptimal reactions to perturbations
By including the feedback controller in the transformation system, the
DMP becomes robust to perturbations, i.e. it will still converge to g.
However, as for adaptations to changing g and q, reactions to pertur-
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bations cannot be guaranteed to be optimal. The right graph in Figure 7 illustrates this: after a perturbation, the DMP no longer passed
through the viapoint q. This is because the open-loop controller, the
only component whose parameters are learned, only takes time, but
not state, as an input. But state would be necessary to react optimally
to perturbations. Therefore recent motion primitive approaches pass
state information to the function approximator [14, 17, 18]. Because
they include state into the function approximator, they are cursed by
the state’s dimensionality.
In summary, DMPs have simpliﬁed reinforcement learning by dramatically reducing the dimensionality of the state and action space. Solutions to the limitations that have arisen from this simpliﬁcation rely on
expanding the dimensionality of the input space of the function approximator. This leads to the curse of dimensionality, which we believe to
be inevitable for any such solution.

7. Conclusion
In this article, we have derived a continuous black-box optimization variant of PI2 , by simplifying the parameter perturbation to be constant
(with ε k = ε k,i ), temporal averaging to be switched oﬀ during the parameter update (with δθ = δθ t1 ). This variant of PI2 turns out to
be a special case of the evolution strategy (µW , λ)-ES (with µ = λ
σ = 1, and wk = Pk ). Surprisingly, this simpler variant, which we
denote (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES, outperforms PI2 (and therefore PoWER, eNAC
and REINFORCE as demonstrated in [36]) on the ﬁve tasks presented
by Theodorou et al. [36]. We argue that the main reason for this result is using Dynamic Movement Primitives as the underlying policy
representation. This is of particular importance to robot skill learning,
where DMPs have become the predominant skill representation. DMPs
tackle the curse of dimensionality by learning only an open-loop controller (with a 1D input state) for each dimension of the DMP separately.
This drastically simpliﬁes the learning problem, which raises the following question: are recent successes in robot skill learning mainly due
to the algorithms or mainly due to the policy representation? The simpliﬁcation that DMPs provide hinges on adding some constraints on
the task being learned, which limit the general applicability of DMPs.
We have presented recent related work that aims at overcoming these
limitations [14, 15, 17, 18, 30, 38]. In future work, we will conduct
further comparisons with gradient-based methods such as eNAC (RL)
and NES and PGPE (BBO), as well as evaluations on real-world robotic
tasks.
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Figure 8. Task 1: Reaching the goal accurately whilst minimizing accelerations before (light green) and after (black) learning. Task 2 and 3: Minimizing the distance
to 1 or 3 viapoints before (light green) and after (black) learning. Task 4 (2-DOF) and 5 (10-DOF): minimizing the distance to a viapoint in end-eﬀector
space whilst minimizing joint accelerations.

Appendix
r300ms = 108 (0.25 − xt300ms )2 ,

ϕtN = 0

(40)

A. Evaluation Tasks
We describe the tasks used for the empirical evaluations in Section 4.
The implementations are based on the same source code as used
for Theodorou et al. [36], and all tasks and algorithms parameters are the
same unless stated otherwise. This allows for a direct comparison of the
results in this article and those acquired by Theodorou et al. [36]. Due
to the similarity, this appendix is very similar to Section 5 of [36], and
added for completeness only. PI2 ’s capability to learn high-dimensional
(>10D) problems on physical robot systems has been amply shown in
other works [32, 33, 35].
Parameterizations. As in [36], we use Dynamic Movement Primitives as
the underlying policy representation in all tasks. The DMPs have 10
basis functions per dimension, and a duration of 0.5s. During learning,
K = 15 roll-outs are performed for one update14 . The initial exploration
magnitude is Σ = λI with λ = 0.05 for all tasks except Task 1, where it
is λ = 0.01. The exploration decay is γ = 0.99, i.e. the exploration at
update u is Σu = γ u λI.
Task 1. This task considers a 1-dimensional DMP of duration 0.5s,
which starts at x0 = 0 and ends at the goal g = 1. In this task as in
all others, the initial movement is acquired by training the DMP with a
minimum-jerk movement. The aim of Task 1 is to reach the goal g with
high accuracy, whilst minimizing acceleration, which is expressed with
the following immediate (rt ) and terminal (ϕtN ) costs:

The costs are thus 0 at each time step except at t300ms . This cost
function was chosen by Theodorou et al. [36] to allow for the design of
a compatible function for PoWER.
Task 3 is equivalent except that it uses 3 viapoints [0.5 -0.5 1.0] at
times [100ms 200ms 300ms] respectively. Figure 8 (2nd and 3rd graphs)
visualizes the movement before and after learning for Task 2 and 3.
Note that Task 3 was not evaluated by Theodorou et al. [36]. We have
included it as we expected that it is a task where it may be “helpful
to exploit intermediate rewards” [37], and where RL approaches are
conjectured to outperform BBO [37]. As Figure 6 reveals, this is not the
case for this particular task, and (λW PI 2 , λ)-ES also outperforms PI2 for
this task.
Task 4 & 5. Theodorou et al. [36] used this task to evaluate the scalability of PI2 to high-dimensional action spaces and learning problems with
high redundancy. Here, an ‘arm’ with D rotational joints and D links of
length D1 is kinematically simulated in 2D Cartesian space. Figure 8
(right two graphs) visualizes the movement by showing the configuration
of the arm at each time step. The goal is to pass through a viapoint
(0.5,0.5) , in end-eﬀector space, whilst minimizing accelerations. The
D joint trajectories are initialized with a minimum-jerk trajectory, and
then optimized with respect to the following cost function:

∑D
rt =

rt = 0.5ft2 + 5000θ | θ,

ϕtN = 10000(ẋt2N + 10(g − xtN )2 )

|

2 + 0.5θ θ )
+ 1 − i)(0.1fi,t
i i
∑D
j=1 (D + 1 − j)

r300ms = 108 ((0.5 − xt300ms )2 + (0.5 − yt300ms )2 )

(39)

where ft refers to the linear spring-damper system in the DMP, cf. (26).
Figure 8 (left) visualizes the movement before and after learning.
Task 2 & 3. In Task 2, the aim is for the output of the 1-dimensional
DMP (same parameters as in Task 1) to pass through the viapoint 0.25
at time t = 300ms. Which is expressed with the costs:

i=1 (D

ϕtN = 0

(41)
(42)
(43)

The weighting term (D + 1 − i) places more weight on proximal joints
than distal ones, which is motivated by the fact that proximal joints have
lower mass and therefore less inertia, and are therefore more eﬃcient
to move [36]. Figure 8 depicts the movements before and after learning
for arms with D = 2 and D = 10 links respectively.

14

Although 10 roll-outs has usually proven to be suﬃcient, Theodorou
et al. [36] choose 15 roll-outs to allow comparison with eNAC, which
requires at least 1 roll-out more than the number of basis functions to
perform its matrix inversion without numerical instabilities.
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